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those who still stood listening, were, here and there, a Gurdon
Minho, a society painter and his wife, a sculptor looking for
a job. Fleur, wedged between Lady Feynte, the painter's
wife, and Gurdon Minho himself, began planning an evasion.
There—yes, there was Mr. Chalfont! At Lady Alison's,
Fleur, an excellent judge of ' milieu? never wasted her
time on artists and writers—she could meet them anywhere.
Here she intuitively picked out the biggest c bug,' politico-
literary, and waited to pin him. Absorbed in the idea of
pinning Mr. Chalfont, she overlooked a piece of drama
passing without.
Michael had clung to the top of the stairway, in no mood
for talk and skirmish ; and, leaning against the balustrade,
wasp-thin in his long white waistcoat, with hands deep
thrust into his trousers' pockets, he watched the turns and
twists of Fleur's white neck, and listened to the Balkan
songs, with a sort of blankness in his brain. The word :
" Mont! " startled him. Wilfrid was standing just below.
Mont ? He had not been that to Wilfrid for two years !
" Come down here."
On that half-landing was a bust of Lionel Charwell, K.C.,
by Boris Strumolowski, in the genre he had cynically adopted
when June Forsyte gave up supporting his authentic but
unrewarded genius. It had been almost indistinguishable
from any of the other busts in that year's Academy, and was
used by the young Charwells to chalk moustaches on.
Beside this object Desert leaned against the wall with his
eyes closed. His face was a study to Michael.
" What's wrong, Wilfrid ? "
Desert did not move. " You've got to know—I'm in
love with Fleur;"
" What! "
" Pm not going to play the snake. You're up against me.
Sorry, but there it is ! You can let fly! " His face was

